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I’ve had such a ball, it’s been a real blast.
The party’s now over, it’s gone far too fast.
The kids have grown up, and yes, so have I,
My hair is much greyer, I cannot here lie.

Karen Holland

The time has now come I do write my last ode,
I’ve had my last drink, I am hitting the road.
So let us reflect on how it all started,
I’ll paint you a picture before we are parted.
I joined our dear club in 20 07,
I thought I had died and gone up to heaven.
Coffee for free and biscuits on tap?
Two times a week it sure filled a gap.
Not too long after I edged myself in,
Opening on Tuesdays did begin.
Local leader? I’ll give it a go!
Addicted to Tots, how could I say no?
Hungry for power I worked my way up,
Then in 2009 I half-filled the cup.
When old opportunity knocked on my door,
The job of Vice-President I couldn’t ignore.
I wheeled and I dealed but I stayed in the wings,
The schedule, the calendar, all the drab things.
Then one fine day, all my Christmases came,
Big cheese, top dog? Yes! Finally fame!!!
At last I was President, right at the top!!
I basked in the limelight, the best of the crop.
Lordly and pompous, I pushed and I bossed,
Harassed and harangued at whatever the cost.

Thank you Karen....
We’re not poets by nature,
but we’ll give it a go,
If anyone deserves rhyme
then it’s you, you know!
You’ve worked like a Trojan,
and delivered success,
Of all of our Presidents
you’ve been one of the best.
We’re sad now you’re leaving,
We’ll miss you a lot,
But in our hearts and our minds
you’ll be forever a Tot(ter).
Of course it’s farewell, not goodbye,
We’ll see you again soon,
So thanks again, dearest Karen,
Lots of love and luck. Adieu
Tots&Co
x

A year in command it’s now time to step down,
I curtsy to all, and I take off my crown
I give up my title, the tea, and the talk,
I wave you goodbye, and away I will walk.

I think most of you know me now, I won’t go into
detail about myself because there’s an interview a
few pages on. I’ll just say that I was really thrilled
when Karen asked me if I’d consider taking on the
role. Tots has meant a lot to me since we moved
here. It’s given structure to my week, activities
to my children, and kept me sane through some
sleepless months – something my children would
be very thankful for if they were old enough to
understand it!
Keeping the English language alive in my Frenchspeaking home is important to me, and I depend
on Tots for that. Above all though, Tots has
given me a sense of belonging to a community
– something that isn’t at all easy when you’re in
your late 30s and you move to a place where you
know no-one. People to help, answer questions,
give advice, just chat... So I’m very grateful for the
opportunity to give something back.
Catherine Boyle
x

Life with the Tots, a hard habit to break,
Kids off to school, my heart it does ache.
Five years down the line, it’s now time to surrender,
But wonderful times I will always remember.
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d like to start with
a big thank you to
Karen for all her
hard work and energy. It’s not
going to be easy filling her shoes!
I’ve a lot to learn so you’ll have to
bear with me for a few months. Luckily, I’ve a great
team on the committee to make sure things keep
running smoothly.
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Introducing...

What brings you to Toulouse?
Better quality of life for my
children. I’ve lived in Paris and it’s
suburbs since 2001 and had a great
time there, but I feel that it’s not a
great environnment with children.
Here they’ll have much more space
and freedom.
How long have you been here
and for how long will you stay?
We’ve been here about 13 months
now. We moved here at the end
of August 2011, when my son
Owen was just 2 weeks old. At the
moment we’re looking for a house
to buy, we’re planning on staying
quite a long time, at least until the
children finish school.
Tell us about your family. My
husband’s name is Christophe, he’s
French. We met in Corsica in 2003
during a work weekend away. Then
we met again 3 months later at the
Christmas party, and decided we
should try to see each other more
often. Now we have 2 children. My
daughter Sara (rhymes with Tara)
was 3 at the end of July. She’s just
started school and is doing quite
well, except for when she has to eat
in the canteen. My son Owen was 1
at the beginning of August.
What did you do before
motherhood? Had fun! I went out
a lot, came home in the wee small
hours, went to work hungover,
saw friends, drank in pubs, ate
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Sophie

In The
Spotlight

Each issue we find out
what makes Tots&Co
members tick . To kick us
off, meet the new newsletter
team - Catherine , Becky &
Sophie - and new member
Juliette

another, the way you’d chat
away to anyone, whether you
know them or not and noone’d look at you like you’re
mad. People seem more
open to making friends and
helping one another out at home.
I miss people having the same
cultural references as me, getting
my jokes and the particular sense
of humour we have that the french
don’t understand (my husband is
completely baffled by Father Ted).
I miss self-raising flour and crisps
and curry chips and a carvery lunch
in the pub, and the Sunday fryup. Differences, hmm, the biggest
difference socially I think would
be that we go to pubs whereas the
french go to restaurants. Oh, the
French espirit critique, an example
would be in sports, in France they
criticise their team if they’re not
doing well, at home we try to build
them up and encourage them. I find
that a lot of French conversation
is complaining, I miss the positive
attitude people have to things at
home, although I quite like the way
people here don’t talk about house
prices and the economy.

What brings you to Toulouse?
In 2009 my husband was offered
a temporary contract with his
company, EADS-Astrium. I was a
very busy Head of Languages so
the idea of moving to the South of
France was more than welcome!!

Catherine
in restaurants, danced, went to
the theatre, the odd concert, even
occasionally the opera (tried the
ballet once, it was pretty but a bit
long...). Oh, I had a job too that
I was very happy to leave behind
when we moved here - I was a
“chef de projet / consultant” with
an IT company in Paris. I’m really
enjoying the opportunity to be at
home now with Sara and Owen,
watching them grow and develop.

What do you do in your free time?
Sleep! I’m hoping to do a bit more
this year though, zumba, maybe
some swimming.... My biggest goal
this year is to make some friends
so I can do what I used to do best nothing with other people. I’m also
starting to learn to work with my
hands (I made my very first fimo
necklace today - thank you Jackie!).
What do you miss about “home”
and what noticeable differences
do you find between France and
your home country? Other than
my family and friends, I miss the
easy way people have with one

What are your favourite things
about France? My husband, the
importance of family life, food ▶▶
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Introducing...

How long have you been here and
for how long will you stay?
We’ve now been here for three
years (on a 2-year contract…) and
as we are in the process of buying
a property, I guess it’s safe to say
we’re thinking about staying here
for a while!
Tell us about your family.
My husband, Willie, is from Hong
Kong. We met in England, at
Warwick University. We have three
children: Kieran (5), Adam (2 ½)
and Leela (born in April this year).
We love the fact that we have quite
a mix of cultures in our family:
Chinese, French and English.

What are your favourite things
about France?
Mmm, not sure! Despite being
French, it’s not the wine or the foie
gras that does it for me!! I like the
quieter pace of life that we have
here and the fact that the boys are
growing up in a little village, not a
big city (we were in Portsmouth…)
What do you miss about “home”
and what noticeable differences do
you find between France and your
home country?
I miss my friends mainly, although
I have met a lot of new friends
here too. I miss Tesco!! I guess the
differences are not that obvious
for me as I grew up in France and
therefore I’m used to how things
work (or not) in both countries. ●

Sophie is
Vice-President
and Database
Coordinator
(and Keyrota
coordinator +
local leader!)

What did you do before
motherhood?
▶▶ and taking time over eating
I was a secondary language teacher
it, the weather (here, not in Paris
(French and Spanish) and Head
where it rains all the time), there are of Department in a boys’ school. I
actually 4 seasons here! - I’d read
worked there for five years before
about them but this is the first time moving to France.
I’ve actually experienced them, the
patisserie, the markets and vide
What do you do in your free time?
greniers, the friends I made in Paris, “Free time”?! What’s that?!!?! When
tiny children kissing each other on
I do have five minutes, I love to
the cheeks at school, the smell of
get on with my paper crafts! I
my garden (laurier, jasmine, orange make greeting cards, as well as
blossom and lavender)... oh and
framed gifts for births, birthdays,
Tots, of course! ●
Christmas, etc.
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Introducing...

Becky

Juliette
Saudan

NEW MEMBER
What brings you to Toulouse?
My husband was transferred
here by his company from Paris.
We were really happy about it as
we have been planning to move
out of Paris for years. When the
opportunity came, we jumped at it!
How long have you been here and
for how long will you stay?
We have been here since March.
We will hopefully stay for the
foreseeable future.
Tell us about your family
My husband JB is French, from
the Auvergne. I have one daughter,
Dara, who has just turned 1.
What did you do before
motherhood?
I worked for an IT company in
Paris, as their translation project
manager.

‘I miss the easy
way you can
get chatting
to a complete
stranger’

different landscapes, specialities.
I like the whole culture of having
friends over for dinner. Even
though it was time to move on, I
love Paris.

What do you miss about “home”
and what noticeable differences do
you find between France and your
What do you do in your free time? home country? I miss the easy way
I like to read, go to the cinema and, you can get chatting to a complete
when I can motivate myself, go for stranger, how friendly people are.
Having said that, I have found
a run.
people to be much friendlier here
than in Paris. I miss my family. I
What are your favourite things
miss traditions like the build-up to
about France?
Christmas. It doesn’t seem like such
Obviously the food and wine is
a big deal here (less commercialised
number 1! I love the variety of the
maybe!) ●
different regions - they all have

Would you like to feature in the new member section? We’d love to
hear from you at timeoutinthesouth@gmail.com
6
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Becky is Secretary

Tilda
Rose
How old are you? Four.
Tell us about one person in your
family.
Thandie is my sister. She crawls
and now she is walking. She walks
a lot. She falls over. Hits her head. I
love her. She loves everybody. She
plays. She sleeps in her cot with her
doudou, doggy. She likes to go in
the trampoline, but she can’t jump,
so I jump for her.
What makes you happy?
I like to play with my doggy Olive
in the garden. I take her ball and
she chases after me. Sometimes I
hide the ball and she can’t find it.
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What brings you to Toulouse?
My partner (a Toulousain) joined
the CNRS as a researcher at the
University in 2008, so I followed.
How long have you been here and
for how long will you stay?
Just over four years. We are very
settled here, so plan to stay unless a
very enticing offer comes along!
Tell us about your family
There is my partner Francois, our
two boys, Theo (3yrs) and Sam
(1yr), and our two nameless cats.
What did you do before
motherhood?
I handed in my PhD in primate
behaviour ten days before giving
birth to Theo – I had spent the
previous five years living mainly
in Brazil following monkeys and
working for a conservation NGO.

What do you do in your free time?
Cook cakes and curries (and I am
really getting into preserving), read,
watch films
What are your favourite things
about France? The countryside, calm
family-centred lifestyle.
What do you miss about “home” and
what noticeable differences do you
find between France and your home
country?
I miss my friends and family, the
English winter and pubs. In France
I find that, in a good way, you are
pushed to buy French products and
that there is less consumerism than
in the UK. However, I find that
paperwork and administration in
France is horrendous and people talk
far too much about wine and ducks
(in my family at least!) ●

It’s very funny. We take her to the
park and play in the play park.
What food do you love eating?
Chips. Spaghetti bolognaise. Bread.
Pasta. Chicken. Carrots. Broccoli
because it melts in your mouth.
And we’re going to make muffins
today. Chocolate. Mummy and
Daddy make the yummiest food.
Sometimes, I make fresh pasta with
Daddy and I have to roll it out and
then Daddy turns it into pasta.
What book do you like reading?
I like Beauty and the Beast because
it’s my favourite book in the whole
wide world because I love it. I like
the rose that Beast gives Beauty .
I like Stick Man too, it’s the story
of a stick that loses his family, but
at the end it’s OK because Santa
brings him home.
Can you sing us a song?
(sings) Stick Man lives in the family
tree, with his stick lady love and his
stick children three. One day stick
man goes out for a jog, and falls
onto a log!”
When you are not at school what

do you do? I go swimming. I go
to swim club every week and now
I’m in Petit Dauphins 3 with the
big kids. We get to jump in and
swim with floats. I make pictures
for Lucy and Jerome, my swimming
teachers. Mummy says if I learn to
swim, I can surf. I really want to
surf because I’ve seen them do that
in Biarritz and it is really fun.
Where did you go on holiday this
summer?
We went to the beach where there
was a big playground. While we
were there I played lots and sang
“Waka Waka” with my friends.
Daddy bought me a lilo and we
played in the sea. He pushed me
around and sometimes I fell in.
Do you have a favourite place or
friend?
Yes, Bianca is my cousin. She’s
bigger than me and I love her
because she’s my best friend and
I love her with all my heart. She
always gives me kisses and cuddles
and love. When we’re together we
play and dance. ●
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Tot’s & Co activities

F

Kids' Club!

or many of us, Tots &
Co. becomes a lifeline
when our little ones
really are little. And
when they turn three and start
school, even if our regular trips
to the Lèguevin hall and its
stock of Jaffa cakes may be
over, that lifeline continues –
with Kids’ Club!
Our sessions are held once a
month (on a mercredi libéré) at
the Centre Sept in Lardenne,
Toulouse.
In the very early days, Kids’
Club was something of an
impromptu gathering at various
members’ houses. It evolved
to a more formal group about
three years ago and relocated
to a neutral location – Centre
Sept.
We were very lucky that one
of our then members, Jane
Lazarus, offered her wonderful
services as a qualified primary
teacher to lead the group.
When Jane returned to the
UK, parents (usually Mums!)
volunteered in turn to lead
the meetings and to devise
themes. Over the years these
have ranged from space
discovery, shelter making, bug
searching, food and nutrition,
dental hygiene, circus training,
pharaonic Egypt, royal wedding
(with a commemorative
paper plate craft no less)
and Maypole dancing (in the

8

Marie Lebeau Helen Wiles
Leader of the “Minis”

Leader of the “Juniors”

‘It’s not just about speaking English, but
keeping cultural references alive too!’
Sue Schneider
Joint Kids’ Club Coordinator
Centre Sept garden). Jennie
Taylor also introduced some
cleverly orchestrated music and
movement sessions.
As numbers flourished, we
felt a need to divide the group
by age. Pre-registration is
now required to ensure that
everyone is being catered for
adequately. Kids’ Club now
boasts two spacious rooms and
two qualified primary school
teachers. Helen Wiles is the
leader of the older group (5+),

and Marie Lebeau takes charge
of the younger group (3-4s).
Helen’s group (the “Juniors”)
goes off into a separate parentfree room, while the younger
“Minis” stay with Marie, their
Mums (or Dads!) and any
younger siblings. Both groups
enjoy a range of activities and
crafts. In summer we hold a
Sports’ Day (complete with
wheelbarrow and egg and
spoon races) and our Christmas
Nativity Play will be in its fourth
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year this December – a true
Tots & Co. tradition!
At all times the onus is upon
getting the children to speak
and communicate in English,
and to provide as many
Anglophone cultural references
as possible – ‘cos that’s what
we’re all about!
For more information on Kids’
Club please contact the Kids’
Club Coordinators Emily Solans
or Sue Schneider. •
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What’s on in and
around Toulouse?
Autumn edition

Vic-Fezensac Autumn Horse Show
13 - 14 October
http://www.foireducheval.com/
Fete de la Pomme, Mirepoix,
20 - 21 October
http://www.tourisme-mirepoix.
com/fete-de-la-pomme/mirepoix/
tabid/11677/offreid/0e5c10da-7ce848e5-9fd9-05d3673a82e0/detail.
aspx
Roots’Ergue reggae music festival,
Sauveterre de Rouergue, Aveyron
26 - 27 October
http://www.softr2rootsergue.com/
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Foire Expo de Tarbes,
26 October - 04 November
http://www.foire-tarbes.fr/index.
php?page=accueil
Home and garden show, Albi
26 - 29 October
http://albiexpos.fr/categories/salonde-lhabitat
Rallye des Cotes du Tarn
27 - 28 October
http://www.rallyedescotesdutarn.fr/
accueil.php

Toulouse Marathon
28 Oct 2012
www.lemarathondugrandtoulouse.
fr/index.html
Antiques Fair, Toulouse
03 - 11 November 2012
http://sforman.fr/index.php
Toulouse Wine Fair, Toulouse
09 - 11 November 2012
http://www.toulousexpo.com/
Festival of space exploration
15 -18 November 2012
www.desetoilesetdesailes.com/
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Gaillac Primeur, wine fair
15 - 21 November 2012
http://www.vins-gaillac.com/
actualite/
Hobby Fair in Tarbes
17 - 18 November 2012
http://www.fdh65.com/index.php

Villefranche de Rouergue
Christmas Market, Aveyron
03 - 25 December 2012
http://www.villefranche.com/

SISQA 2012 Regional Food Fair
13 -16 December 2012
http://www.midipyrenees.fr/
SISQA-2012

Irish Celtic, Le Scenith, Albi
20 November 2012
http://www.cityvox.fr/spectacle_
albi/irish-celtic_355993/lescenith_200140112/Profil-Eve

Lalbenque Truffle Market, Lot
04 December 2012 - 18 March 2013
http://www.lalbenque.net/agendaanimations/march%C3%A9-auxtruffes/

Swan Lake, Le Scenith, Albi
20 Dec 2012
http://www.cityvox.fr/spectacle_
albi/le-lac-des-cygnes_367145/lescenith_200140112/Profil-Eve

TOT S Autumn 2012
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Local groups

Information

A tone up for the
books in Tournefeuille

T

ournefeuille’s local
group events always
involve chat and
laughter, usually
include food and coffee or
wine and are often hosted at a
nearby restaurant.
Last year, our most popular
local activity was dinner nights
out. While we all enjoyed
eating, many of us were also
carefully limiting our indulgence
with summer just around the
corner. Many of us were trying
to squeeze in time for meeting
up with friends as well as
exercise, so we decided to start
doing Zumba together once a
week. It was still a night away
from the kids and chores of
the house, we were getting in
shape and best of all we still got
our giggles in while we “samba
and salsa” the night away. After
a brief summer break, we are

12

back in action for our one night
a week Zumba time.
For those of you who are not
familiar with Zumba, “Zumba
Fitness® is the only Latininspired dance-fitness program
that blends red-hot international
music, created by Grammy
Award-winning producers,
and contagious steps to
form a “fitness-party” that is
downright addictive”. For more
information or to find a class
near you: http://www.zumba.
com/fr-FR/.
If you are looking for a new
activity for your local group,
start a cycle group, walk night
or other exercise class. If your
group has a fun an interesting
local activity, pass the word
around.
Laura Fox

New Play
Space for
Kids
A new “play-space” or play
environment, called Wilou, has
recently opened up in Toulouse.
It offers music, dance/body
awareness, baby massage and
language play groups for little ones
aged 0-5. “Wilou” does not offer
snacks or coffee but it does have
easy access to the freeway and its
physical space is well designed
to encourage gross motor play,
tabletop activities and games, as
well as develop pretend play and
reading activities.
Also note that Usborne books
will be there in the future for the
purchase of your child’s books.
I have visited Wilou with my
daughter over the summer and was
pleased to see that she thoroughly
enjoyed the ball pit and I have
personally enjoyed meeting moms
from different backgrounds.
Further information on Wilou is
available on their website: http://
www.wilou-payseveil.fr/

Baby Rent

When we had visitors with young
children visiting, we used our tots
and co baby bank, which worked
very well. As a result, I have been
looking at renting baby equipment
rather than carrying it all on the
plane, especially if I’m going to
deal with public transport on the
other end! Here’s the company
that I’ve used in Paris: http://
babytems.com/. Babytems offers a
good variety of rental equipment
which was delivered and
picked up from our
rental apartment
with just the
right amount
of flexibility
to help make
it a smooth
transition. The
owner is very
friendly and I was
able to contact her
with questions
and concerns.
I only wish
similar
services
were

Cafe Culture

Another place to spend time with
little ones is a cafe that might be
familiar to a few moms and tots
already, so I’ll be brief: http://www.
kfedespitchouns. fr/
Kfe des Pitchouns now caters
for lunch and they offer several
possibilities for groups: dance and
body awareness, baby massage,
baby signs and in the summer,
water fun!
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available in other countries,
especially when we recently got
stuck in Belgium! Here’s their
recent newsletter is anyone is
interested: http://babytems.fr/
newsletter/septembre12.html

Babysitting
Circles

Our Tots and Co group offers good
support in terms of babysitting
amongst mums. If you need just a
little bit more, however, here’s
an interesting company
that is starting to offer
babysitting as well as
nanny and language
services for toddlers,
school-age kids and
teens. Moving to a
foreign country can be
a bit daunting at first and
whether it’s about being
comfortable with a
nanny/babysitter
that speaks the
same language
as you or
initiating
your
child
to

another language, Babyspeaking
may be able to assist. Babyspeaking
is regularly seeking to employ
people with knowledge of other
languages, so if you need to find
an activity, please contact them
for further information, especially
since Toulouse can be a little
limited when it comes to finding
rewarding work positions.
When contacting Babyspeaking
to gather more information about
their services or to apply for a
position, please mention that you’ve
heard of them through Sandra
Wagner at the Tots and Co group in
Toulouse. Alternatively, feel free to
contact me for further information:
california.sandra@gmail.com
http://www.baby-speaking.fr/

Plus...

http://www.toulouseweb.com/ +
with a web page in English !
http://www.diaboloparc.com/ :
recently opened in Beauzelle & still
deserted on rainy Sundays - caters
for 1 to 12 year olds.
http://www.rocherdespirates.com/
Restaurant-Rocher-des-Piratesrestaurant-Toulouse-restaurantRoques.html: animated restaurant
for families with a pirate show some
evenings, impressive for little ones !
http://www.aucanardgourmand.
com/restaurant-gers-logis-samatan.
php?lg=fr Amazing foie gras in
Samatan - a new menu every day,
amazingly delicious
http://fr.viadeo.com/fr/profile/
sylvie.teule : Sylvie Teulé in Brax
offering Yoga classes in English
zao-yoga.fr
Sandra Wagner

TOT S Autumn 2012
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Reviews

Reviews

Simply beautiful...

I Want My Hat
Back
by Jon Klassen

T

he story itself is very simple.
A bear has lost its hat and
asks various animals if they
have seen it. Most of the responses
are dealt with a dead pan expression
and not a single creature has a
mouth which makes their stances
even more ingenious. Both my
sons and I burst out laughing at the

answers the animals gave to the
simple question: “Have you seen my
hat”?
One moment of confrontation
between two animals is conveyed
merely pictorially and yet you feel
all the tension of that meeting
more than had the author added
words and the end of the story is as
satisfying as a piece of symphonic
music with its pre-designed form:
utterly satisfying as if something has
come full circle.
This book is one I would offer to
my own friends for its very subtle
humour which cleverly appeals
to both children and adults. Most

of the text could be discerned by
the illustrations alone which can
be credited with all the emotions
portrayed in the tale although
the use of coloured fonts and
backgrounds for certain sentences
also does that. The author uses
very muted colours, almost
monochrome but it works a treat.
I want my hat back is quite simply
a brilliant book and the hard back
version is printed on the most
beautiful paper!

Ten Questions About... Fifty Shades of Grey
1. Why did you read Fifty
Shades of Grey?
I will read just about any book,
but I am especially a sucker for
popular, quick read books. I
alternate between classics, historical
fiction and guilty pleasures. Hunger
games, Harry Potter, Twilight and
even 50 Shades of Grey all fall in
the last category.
2. Would you find
Christian Grey attractive
if you met him?
Who wouldn’t find a handsome,
physically fit, multilingual and
wealthy man at least somewhat
attractive? However, his rude,
manipulative and somewhat
psychotic behaviour along with his
lack of sense of humour would have
me running the other way.
3. Do you think Fifty
Shades sends a bad
message to young women?
Yes, the female protagonist is
young, naive and inexperienced.
She falls in love for the first time
with a man who wants his women
to be dominated in every way.

Also for the degraded value of love
portrayed in their relationship.
4. Do you think all
women secretly want to
be dominated?
I think many women seek passion
and assertion in the bedroom, but
want the control outside.
5. Does being a billionaire
mean you can and should
indulge any whim you
like..?
I believe it means you can indulge,
but share the wealth.
6. The female protagonist
in Fifty Shades has been
heavily criticised for
being simpering and
having no dignity. What
redeeming qualities do
you find in her?
Nothing comes to mind.
7. Did you find the ‘it’s
true love really’ story line
convincing?
No! It’s fiction. Ana is getting
spoiled by the physical and material

attention, while using her female
instincts of tending to Christian’s
emotional past, while he is enjoying
her inexperience in the bedroom
and feisty personality.
8. How do you explain the
tremendous success of
this book?
Controversial, sexy, easy to read,
entertaining and most talked about.
Need I say more?
9. Why would this book
appeal to mums in
particular?
The author does a descent job of
portraying the seesaw of emotions
that women experience on a daily
basis, in this case reason vs. desire.
10. Will you be watching
the film when it comes
out?
Most likely, yes. Although, I am
usually disappointed seeing movies
based on books, I do enjoy seeing
how my visual interpretation may
vary from others. While this one
has quite a different tone, I may
proceed with caution.
Laura Fox

Naomi Riviere

If there is a book, film, restaurant or anything else you would
like to share with Tots&Co members, please get in touch at
timeoutinthesouth@gmail.com
14
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Birth in France

Birth in France

DON’T
LIE BACK
AND
THINK OF
ENGLAND
by Shazia Bhatti
“On 4 April 1982 up to 6,000
people travelled from across the
country to Hampstead Heath in
north London to defend a woman’s
right to give birth in any position
she chose. It was a key moment in
what became known as the active
birth movement.” http://www.bbc.
co.uk/news/health-17589544

I

f you know anything about
giving birth in France, you
will know that that march
has not yet happened here.
Birth is a highly medicalised
and managed process in
France, normally overseen
by a (male) obstetrician.
Towards the end of the
pregnancy you’ll be badgered
to book an appointment with an
anaesthetist and arrange the
epidural for your birth, which
you’ll be expected to undergo
on your back, legs in stirrups.
There are no pain relief options
other than the epidural – no gas
and air, no TENS machine, no
pethidine even. Nothing.
For me, the lack of pain relief in
France other than the epidural
points to an intolerable sexism
and an overbearing amount
of control during birth by an
overwhelmingly male medical
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establishment. Although things
are slooooowly changing,
France is behind the UK – and
especially in freedom of choice
for birth. So, if you would rather
have more options than those
seemingly on offer, here’s what
you should do:
The key to giving birth in
France is being prepared.
Know your midwife. Make
sure you find a midwife, even
if you do not have your carte
vitale yet. You can get in touch
with a midwife who can help
you prepare for a birth, if not
take you through the option
of homebirth. I know of a few
women who have given birth
at home here in Toulouse,
without incident. Again, the
overweening paternalism of
French obstetrics means that
these women were never open
about their choice. Most said
nothing and quietly arranged
what they needed to do. A

midwife that comes highly
recommended and speaks
English can be contacted here:
helene.pariente@laposte.net
Tel: 06 21 85 59 94.
Demand what you want and
don’t be afraid. Make sure you
have a birth partner who has
the knowledge, firmness and
hopefully language skills to
make it clear if a) you don’t want
an epidural from the minute you
show up whether you’re dilated
or not and b) you don’t want to
be chained to the monitoring
machine and c) you don’t want
to give birth legs in stirrups.
Make sure your partner at the
birth knows your wishes and is
prepared to put forward your
case for when you’re unable.
A Toulouse hospital that is a bit
less antediluvian in its approach
to birth is Joseph Ducuing http://
www.hjd.asso.fr/.
If you don’t want the
experience of this lady here
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http://toulousebabynet.free.fr/
interviewee/interviewjune2003.
html then avoid Clinique Sarrus
and give Ambroise Peri a wide
berth too.
There is a hospital in Lavaur
that is known to be more liberal
(i.e. having a range of pain relief
and allowing women freedom
of movement during birth) and
even lets the pregnant woman
bring along her own midwife
for the birth, although the
midwife will not be allowed to
actually deliver the baby. Try
finding out more here http://
maternites.doctissimo.fr/
maternite-Centre-Hospitalier-deLavaur-810000562.htm.
Of course, it is not about
feeling you shouldn’t or can’t
have pain relief. Not at all.
It’s about freedom of choice
of pain relief and freedom of
choice for birth position – this is
fundamental. France is behind
the times for birth, but unless
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women are forward in their
demands and thinking, nothing
will change. So don’t passively
go along with anything thrown
at you – make clear, informed
decisions and if in doubt, make
a noise! •

Sit back
and
Enjoy
the ride
by Naomi Riviere

I

did not enjoy being pregnant
and I must admit that the idea
of giving birth scared me but
I also must say that if either of
those things were to happen to
me I wanted them to happen in a

French clinic. I did not appreciate
my midwife for my second birth
who basically told me to get a move
on(!) but I am used to the French
direct approach now and I had total
faith in my obstetrician. Anyway,
for the birth of my first child I
could not have had a better midwife
so I assumed that the one for the
second birth was having, as we can
all have, a bad day!
I trust my obstetrician entirely. I
asked her, begged her, not to give
me an “episiotomy” and we have
such a good relationship that she
agreed even when faced with her
patient delivering a 55cm 4.6 kilo
child. For that I will always be
grateful as I am not sure that it was
in her nature or desire to let things
take their course. She respected
my wishes and she was totally
professional and an incredible
listener. She is one of those women
that does not like fluffy moaning
types but go to her with a real
problem and she will keep you in
her office and pay you one hundred
per cent of her attention for a full
hour.
It was for that reason that I chose
to give birth in the clinic in which
she worked. I even thought about
being induced so that she would
be the one to be present at my son’s
birth. Unfortunately she could
not be there and I could see she
felt sorry. In the case where you
have such a good rapport with
your midwife or obstetrician I
do not think you mind medical
intervention. You do not care if you
have decided to have an epidural
(I know there are people who want
to do it “naturally” but nothing
would induce me, excuse the word,
to refuse painkillers when giving
birth. For me that is a basic human
right! I was so high by the time
they had given me this that and the
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Letters

other (I did not even ask what they
were doing or giving me) that I no
longer knew where I was. It was
like being on some happy drug. I
was securely on the bed on my back
wired up to some sort of hormone
to hurry up the process of labour. I
was drifting in and out of a blissful
tingly sleep and I felt more looked
after than I had in years. The drugs
I had taken allowed me to rest and
to gather strength. As it was I felt
strong enough to initiate most
of the birth alone. I do not
think I could have done that if
I had not had a little “artificial”
help!
After the birth I had four
days of peace. My husband
was looking after my eldest
child at home and I could fully
recuperate and bond with my
second son before returning
to my brood. I had breakfast
in bed every day and every
morning nurses came to check
that all was well with both
me and the baby. For my first
birth, I was taught how to put
a nappy on my newborn (I had
never changed one in my life), I
was taught how to bathe him and a
nurse on a night shift spent twenty
minutes with me at 2am teaching
me how to breastfeed my child.
Funnily enough the French are not
great breast feeders which is odd as
there is ample support out there for
those who are hoping to feed their
babies in this way. When I returned
home I even had access to a followup service whereby I could talk to a
midwife from the clinic for advice
whenever I needed it and when
I came home, a woman from the
PMI popped in unannounced to
our flat to see how I was coping and
I guess to check that the baby was
secure and in good health at the

same time.
I have no experience of giving
birth in the UK so I will write only
about what I have heard. Recently,
four friends of mine have given
birth. One in France, three in
England. The French one was sent
home after the four day period with
no problems. In England, the first
had to be sent back after a week
at home with bladder problems.
The second returned for a brief

not help thinking that despite the
fact that the French favour medical
interventions, a pregnant woman
is better off giving birth here if she
wants to give birth in an institution.
I am not speaking of home births
which I find perversely (in view
of my feelings) a tempting option
should one hate hospitals.
With the constant support
and appointments you have to keep
in France, even if you do not have
visiting midwives the second
you get home, you are very well
supported and if I ever had a
third child I would not dream
of giving birth anywhere other
than in France. When I went to
see our pediatrician for my first
born’s first appointment I did
not know that I was suffering
from Mastitis. He recognized the
symptoms, sent me directly to
my obstetrician and I was seen
and treated within half an hour.
I tried to walk to my ward
after the birth of my first child.
I did not see why I should be
pushed such a short distance and
I even wanted to hold my child:
“they’re out in a day in England” I
said trying to prove that I was from
sturdy stock. I was pushed back
into my wheelchair by two stocky
nurses. “Yes...we’ve heard about
that” they replied grimly. Looking
at the disapproval on their faces, I
decided to sit back and do as I was
told. I even enjoyed the ride. •

“Only one
friend I know
in the UK
had a positive
experience with
birth and she
had a home
birth.”
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stint (how surprising she returned,
she had been sent home only SIX
hours after giving birth) and the
third called 999 when she mistook
the symptoms of Mastitis for some
serious infection. Only one friend
I know in the UK had a positive
experience with birth and she had
a home birth. Every woman I have
spoken to who is a generation
older than myself (ie) women in
the 50s and 60s, lament the fact
that in English hospitals you really
are in on a short stay. This is of
course not the staff ’s fault but the
government’s. With the support
I had, medically and physically
speaking I never lacked a thing
giving birth in France and I can

Please send any
comments on any of
our articles to
timeoutinthesouth@
gmail.com
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We need
you!

Have any comments to make on
any of our articles, or an article to
propose?
Have a problem for our agony
aunt?
We’d love to hear from you.
Your name will only be printed
if you agree to it being printed.
By default you shall remain
anonymous
Please get in touch at
timeoutinthesouth@gmail.com

Hi Guys
Just wanted to say fab newsletter, loved the look
and the content, it felt like a real magazine to sit
down and read with a cuppa.
Well done.
Wow, ladies, this is amazing! What a
great looking professional magazine!
A huge well done, I am super
impressed!
I only had the opportunity to read the edition
of the Tots summer newsletter for the first time
this week. It is packed with full of interesting
articles, info (& books recommendations for
summer reading!) and experiences.
Hey guys, just finished devouring TOTS.
Thanks a million for all your hard work, it
was a great read and some really good
ideas for those long summer days. Can’t
wait till the next issue! - Catherine Boyle
... brilliant! I’ve just read nearly all of it, laughed
loads, copied down various tips, and was really
impressed with your work. It was really like
reading a magazine you buy at the newsagent’s!
Well done to you three and I hope you’ll be as
inspired for the next one, which I’m already
looking forward to...
Wow!! Great work girls, really good
read and love the new look , well
done all
Hi team,
Congratulations on your 1st issue, was
really impressive...
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Parenting

Parenting

:(
More than the
baby blues

‘B

aby blues » can occur a
few days after a woman
gives birth, when
hormonal changes
may cause certain symptoms to be
experienced.
A new mum may become very
sensitive to the slightest passing
comment in addition to feeling
teary and overwhelmed by her
newborn if not just plain “down”.
This postnatal condition often
occurs around the fourth day,
which is not helped by the fact that
this is when many women leave
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hospital after birth in France.
Additional factors such as the
“milk coming in” for women that
choose to breastfeed, establishing
feeding patterns, tiredness, soreness
from stitches and the pure fact
of coming to terms with the new
adventure of being a mum can all
add to the sensitivity of new mums.
These difficulties are often spoken
about and considered normal and
part and parcel of the early days
after birth.
Not every woman will experience
“baby blues” - it’s thought to affect

half of all women who give birth
and it normally resolves itself in a
few days to a few weeks.
What happens, however, if the
“blues” do not go away or even
return weeks or months later?
Some women (an estimated 10-15
percent) may experience symptoms
that are more intense and that do
not subside and this can happen
any time within the first year
following childbirth. Such suffering
may indicate postnatal depression.
Symptoms of this illness vary
considerably, from a general “low”
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mood that does not seem to shift, to
feelings of anxiety, loss of appetite,
problems sleeping and feelings of
being unable to care for the baby or
not feeling a “connection” to them.
In more severe cases, women can
also experience suicidal thoughts.
Many women can feel ashamed
and embarrassed to admit their
true feelings. How can these
negative and frightening feelings
and emotions that are brewing
within be explained when there is
an innocent baby involved? After
all, the new mum is not feeling as
everyone expects her to. She may
be concerned what others might
think of her. Some women can fear
that they will be separated from
their babies if they disclose their
feelings. These feelings are difficult
for women to admit and are often
hidden from partners, family,
friends and health professionals.
Even today “postnatal depression“ is
something of a taboo!
There is no reason to feel
embarrassed or ashamed if you
can relate to the feelings described
here. Post-natal depression is an
illness like any other that affects
one in ten new mums. If you have
had a baby in the last year and
find yourself experiencing a “low
mood“ that last longer than two
weeks it is important to speak to
someone about it. It may be that
things are just getting on top of
you - all mums go through phases
where they find it less easy to cope.
It is better to consult a professional
(GP, midwife or gynaecologist) for
advice than to suffer post-natal
depression alone.
A large percentage of women are
helped without anti-depressants
by regularly seeing a professional
to talk things through and with
emotional and practical support
from family and friends. If

These feelings
are difficult
for women to
admit and are
often hidden
from partners,
family, friends
and health
professionals.
Even today
“postnatal
depression“ is
something of a
taboo!

medication is necessary, women
wanting to continue breastfeeding
will be able to do so with the
prescription of an appropriate drug.
The length of the illness and its
severity varies considerably, but the
sooner it is treated the quicker the
road to recovery is found. So if you
have any doubts or are concerned
about someone you know, please
seek some help. •
Association for postnatal illness,
helpline Tel: 0044 207 386 0868
Article by Linda Bonnan, RGN,
RM, HV, CIMI
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Things to do

Boo!

Laura Fox has some spooky ideas for Halloween

W

aking up to crisp
air in the morning
reminds me of
autumn, American
college football and the fact that
Halloween is coming soon. The
excitement of Halloween began a
young child as a night to stay up
late, wear a costume and collect
loads of candy. Pumpkin carving
was and still is my favorite seasonal
craft. Although France does not
offer the pumpkin patches to
take a hay ride and search for the
perfect pumpkin, they are available
at Truffaut. Costume parties
continued well into adulthood;
however the pumpkin carving
became a little more creative by
carving holes, freezing and filling
the bottom with ice to chill the
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pumpkin ale it would hold during
the party. Without haunted trails
and houses and corn mazes, we will
have to settle with scary movies and
spooky stories told around a fire pit.
Fortunately, last year our French
neighborhood did participate
in trick or treating, as that is the
ultimate Halloween fun for young
kids. Read on for Halloween jokes
and a craft to share with your kids.

Jokes

Why was the skeleton
afraid to cross the road?
It had no guts…
How do witches keep
their hair in place while
flying?
With scare spray…

How do monsters tell
their future?
They read their
horrorscope…

What do you use
to mend a jack-olantern?
A pumpkin
patch…

What do you get when
you cross a vampire and a
snowman?
Frostbite…
What does a ghost get
when he falls and scrapes
his knee?
A boo boo…
What does the papa ghost
say to his family when
driving?
Fasten your
sheetbelts…
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What’s a ghost favorite
mode of transportation?
A scareplane…

What do ghosts use to
wash their hair?
Sham-boo…

What’s a skeleton’s
favorite musical
instrument?
A trombone…

What do skeletons say
before eating?
Bone appetit…

Why do vampires need
mouthwash?
They have bat breath…
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What ride to spirits like
best at the amusement
park?
The roller ghoster…

Jar Luminaries
Canning Jars
Acrylic Paint (Black +
Various Colors)
Permanent Marker
Clear Glaze Spray Paint
Tea light candles or glow necklaces
Paint the jars, dry completely! Dry
on faces and paint black. Let dry
and spray with two coats of clear
glaze and dry. Place tea light or
glow necklace inside to light up in
the dark. •
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Food

Health

A spoonful of...

Simple

Meals in 30 minutes or
less, by Laura Fox
Corn Chowder (Serves 4 )

1 medium potato or 4 oz mashed
potato flake
1 Tablespoon oil
2 celery stalks, raw, chopped
1 small onion or 1 large shallot,
chopped
1 can of corn
1 red pepper, diced
100g lardons
0.5L milk
Salt, pepper, hot sauce to taste
Peel the potato, cook the potato
thoroughly and mash. Meanwhile,
coat a large saucepan with oil. Add
celery, onion, corn, red pepper and
lardons; sauté over medium-high
heat for 5 minutes. Stir milk into
saucepan; stir in mashed potato or
potato flake and mix well. Season
with salt, pepper and hot pepper
sauce; stir to combine. Cover and
simmer 10 minutes (do not allow to
boil). Serve with bread.

Asian Beef (Serves 4)

0.5kg lean beef, cut into pieces
67g brown sugar
60ml soy sauce
1 Tablespoon vegetable oil
3 cloves garlic, minced
1 teaspoon fresh ginger, minced
1/2 - 1 teaspoon crushed red
peppers (optional)
salt and pepper
1 bunch green onions, diced
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Mix all ingredients, best if
marinated 1-12 hours before
cooking. Simmer for a few minutes
and heat beef to desired doneness.
Serve over steamed rice, top with
green onions and steamed broccoli
on the side.

White Beans & Spinach Pasta
(Serves 6)

2 teaspoon olive oil
3 cloves garlic, minced
2 cans diced tomatoes with basil,
undrained
1 can white beans, drained
150g fresh spinach
6 c linguine, cooked
Parmesan Cheese

Boil water and cook pasta.
Meanwhile, heat oil in large pan.
Sauté garlic. Add tomatoes and
beans, boil. Cover with spinach,
top with lid, reduce heat to low
and simmer 10 minutes. Stir
occasionally. Spoon sauce over
cooked linguine and sprinkle with
cheese.

Apple Crisp

5 large Apples
250 g sugar
1 ½ Tablespoon Cinnamon
Dash Nutmeg
90 g Oats
156 g Flour
113 g Butter
Preheat oven to 180 degrees. Peel
and slice apples. Mix remaining
ingredients, put 1/3 of the mixture
aside. Add apples to the mixture,
place in baking dish, top with
mixture that was set aside. Bake for
30 minutes or until top is crisp. •

gOOD
gRUB: tHE
HEROES
OF THE
FOOD
WORLD

Special report: Superfoods

You are what
you eat

S

uper is defined as “of
high grade or quality” or
“excellent”. When asking my
child what the word means
to her, she immediately
thinks of superheroes. It even has
the same meaning in French and
English. I do not find myself saying
“this is a super cake or super dinner”,
however there is something powerful
in what some have labeled superfoods.
These foods have been proven to
enhance health and combat diseases
such as diabetes, hypertension, high
cholesterol and obesity. Here is a
list of 10 superfoods that should be
included in your diet and why.
Almonds are one internationally
loved nut. They can be eaten raw,
roasted, salted, green with sea salt
(traditional to Iran), cooked in a
curry or badam halva (a traditional
sweet dish from India), in an almond
macaroon (a favourite biscuit in
Italy), as a wedding sweet (traditional
to Greece), with hot milk (a custom
in China), as almond paste or
fried (traditional in Morocco), or
ground into an almond milk. They
are also one of the best nuts for
our body because they are high in
protein, fiber, monounsaturated
fat, B and E vitamins, minerals and
phytochemicals (protect cells from
harmful free-radicals).
Don’t peel your apple! Two-thirds of
the fiber and many of the antioxidants
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are found in the apple peel.
Apples contain antioxidants
(disease fighting
compounds), vitamin C
(immunity) and phenols
(reduce cholesterol). They
also reduce tooth decay by
cleaning one’s teeth and
killing off bacteria.
Beans are the large seed of certain
types of plants and are technically a
fruit. Beans provide a packed punch
of plant based protein, fiber, vitamin
B, calcium, potassium and folate. The
high fiber content aids in satiety and
lowering cholesterol.
Blueberries, technically known as
Vaccinium myrtillis, are an excellent
source of antioxidants that prevent
damage caused by cancer, heart
disease, and Alzheimer’s. Polyphenols
induce lipolysis (breakdown of fat),
antioxidants, phytoflavindoids,
potassium, vitamin c (antiinflammatory).
The word broccoli comes from the
Latin word brachium and the Italian
word braccio, which means “arm”.
This fantastic anti-cancer, antiinflammatory, anti-oxidant vegetable
also helps detox the body. It provides a
great source of fiber, folate, potassium,
calcium, beta carotene, vitamin C and
phytonutrients.
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French brides break an egg on the
threshold of their new home before
entering for good luck. Eggs contain
the highest quality protein in any
food. Egg protein has the perfect mix
of essential amino acids needed by
humans to build your own tissues.
In addition, eggs are one of the most
nutrient dense foods containing
thirteen essential vitamins and
minerals including choline, calcium
and vitamin D.
Salmon rely on ocean currents, tides
and the gravitational pull of the moon
to navigate back to the water they
were born. This fish is rich in protein,
is a good source of omega 3 good
fat (reduces inflammation), vitamin
D, B12, niacin and selenium, B6
and magnesium (heart and nervous
system).
Spinach is rich in several vitamins,
magnesium, folate, manganese,
iron, calcium, potassium, protein,
phosphorus, copper, selenium, niacin
and zinc. It also acts as antioxidants
(disease fighting compounds),
protecting the cardiovascular
system, as well as increasing eye and

gastrointestinal health. Spinach rates
highly as a weight loss food because it
contains the most nutrients and least
calories of all vegetables.
Oats contain more than 20 unique
polyphenols which have strong antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and
anti-itching activity. Because of their
natural anti-itching properties, oats
are used in the cosmetic industry for
a variety of products. Their high fiber
content has been proven to lower
cholesterol, slow digestion, stabilize
blood sugar and enhance immune
response to bacterial infection.
People have been making and eating
yogurt for at least 5,500 years. Yogurt
contains active yogurt cultures
including acidophilus which has been
shown to improve digestion, stimulate
the immune system, fight infection
and help protect against cancer.
It also contains iodine, calcium,
phosphorous, B2, protein, B12 and
tryptophan. Studies show low fat
yoghurt intake is linked to fat loss.
Reference: Academy of Nutrition &
Dietetics Complete Food & Nutrition
Guide, 3rd Edition
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Hidden Gems in La Ville Rose
BY pENNY DICKINSON

I

’m constantly saying to clients
to look beyond the colourful
shop signs, the enticing café
tables and the hub-bub of
street activity, for in doing so the
history of the Toulouse is just
waiting to be discovered. So when
asked to write a potted history on
my favourite building in Toulouse
I struggled – how could I pick just
one when the city is such a treasure
trove? My preferred places are the
ones that are not ‘in your face’; the
ones where you have to work a little
bit harder to unearth their secrets,
like an onion peeling back the
layers.
The Collège de Foix is one of those
places…..It was built in the mid
15th century by Jean Constantin
at the request of Pierre de Foix,
papal legate of Avignon. As such it
was a religious foundation set up
to provide accommodation for 25
poor yet worthy university students
of civil law, canon law & theology.
It was famous for its library
(reputed to be the best in the city)
which held many rare, valuable
manuscripts that are now housed
in the Bibliothèque Nationale in
Paris. The books were so precious
that they would have had chains
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on them to attach them to reading
posts (a fact regularly used in our
house when I’m trying to drum
into the kids that books need to be
respected…).
During the Revolution it was sold
as a national asset and transformed
into houses and a warehouse, and
in the early 19th century the Nuns
of Compassion moved in. The
Nuns still occupy the earlier collège
buildings. From Rue Deville you
can go into an entranceway and
peer through the gates into the
beautiful quad with its wonderful
brickwork – it always calms me just
looking at! Then for a great view of
the bell tower on the centre collège
buildings, walk into Rue du Collège
du Foix. However, if like me you’re
always curious to see more, then
try visiting during a church service
(5.30 p.m. daily except Sunday)
when more areas of the building are
accessible (enter from 11 Rue des
Lois).
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One of the activities provided by
today’s nuns is sheltered housing
support and other parts of the
building have been turned back
into student accommodation,
almost bringing it full circle back
to its original use….. wonder what
Pierre de Foix would make of that?

pENNY DIKINSON RUNS
tOULOUSE WALKING TOURS.
fOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT
http://www.toulousewalkingtours.
com/
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And finally...

Problem page

Find the answer to your problems with
Tots & Co’s very own agony aunt!
Dear Agony Aunt

M

y husband and I have two beautiful children and are very happy together. Lately, however, I
have begun to feel yearnings for a third child and am becoming quite emotional about this
topic. My husband is absolutely against any more children and doesn’t even want to discuss
it. I don’t know what to do.
Yours,
Upset

I

was very sorry to read about your problem.
I think we all know of some couple or
other who has faced this issue and has
found it extremely hard to resolve in a way that
satisfies both parties. What I would suggest is
both of you write down – or you alone, if need
be – the pros and cons for having another child.
Is your husband’s main objection financial, or
down to the sleepless nights? Does he feel too
old or that two is more than enough? And maybe
it’s worth examining your own reasons – do you
need to find a new path in life other than being
a mother to young children – have your two
children begun school? Did you always dream
of having a large family? I hate to be clichéd, but
could getting a new pet fill the gap?
One thing is for sure – to get pregnant without
the full enthusiasm of your husband could have
massive repercussions on your relationship. It is
worth considering the issues of resentment and
anger that could abound, and if your husband is
not a fully active hands-on father now, he may
withdraw even further if he feels overwhelmed
by the arrival of a new baby. On the other hand,
any new child would be deeply loved by both
parents and in time, never regretted.

2

The fact your husband doesn’t even want to
discuss it would suggest that he is not open to
debate and that his mind is made up. I would
suggest you consider sitting down and talking
as adults, maybe even showing him the pros and
cons list you might have prepared earlier. Since
you know him best, you could argue that a third
child might fulfil your lives in ways you hadn’t
anticipated, plus give the kids a beloved younger
sibling. You could potentially try to suggest
that you ‘see what happens’ when it comes
to contraception. I would, however, strongly
recommend that you sit down and talk and if all
else fails and the issue continues to eat you up,
you try couple counselling.

Good luck x
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sTAY AT HOME MUMS

ack at the dawn of
human history, there’s a
reason why Cave Man
and Cave Woman didn’t
live in a little nuclear
family unit. Children. Babies. If
Cave Woman had been left to tend
to her young all by herself, chances
are human beings would have
been extinct before you could say
‘light the fire and sauté this meat,
grandma’s coming!’ Put simply, I
don’t think women are suited to
being fulltime at home, alone with
their children. I would even go as
far as to say I’ve met only about a
handful of women who I think are
actually suited to it and extremely
good at it.
The reason why? Not many women
have the patience.
We all love our babies, but once
they get older, say from eighteen
months through to three or four,
truth is that they need more
than their mother. I’ve seen too
many isolated, bored, frustrated
housewives get into unhealthy and
punitive cycles with their children,
where they’re watching out for
the next transgression to react to.
Children benefit from socialisation
from a wide variety of sources –
from being with and interacting
with family, friends, nursery, play
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groups – from going out and about
in a group of adults and kids, from
playing in the pub garden while a
group of parents eat and chat and
in short, from knowing a number
of adults they trust, like and can
confide in. Here in France, where
cafes and restaurants rarely have
highchairs and where very few
public spaces are designed to have
children present, often the stay-athome mum finds herself confined
and dependent on the size and
availability of her social or family
circle.
Too many kids who are largely at
home with mum end up whiny,
dependent, clingy and lacking
in the development they would
demonstrate if they got to hang out
with a greater variety of people. In
addition, children who are at home
with mum and a new baby can
end up more resentful, lacking the
attention they previously had from
the mother who is still their life’s
main focus.
I’m also not sure it’s healthy to
have such stratified gender roles
within a family – as Cherie Blair
has pointed out, the father of your
children can lose his job, be made
redundant, meet someone else
or even die. And if that happens,
you might be grateful you kept

your own income and your own
independence.
In the UK, parenting puts the
onus on the parent to raise children
without breaking their spirit,
without being punitive or reactive
– parenting is tough because you’re
meant to nurture and develop your
child to the best of your ability
without traumatising them in
doing so. Here in France, parenting
puts the onus on the child to
learn civilisation and parental
expectations quick. Things that
are acceptable in France would be
frowned upon, if not downright
illegal, in the UK. This is where I
think being an isolated, stay-athome mum is dangerous – very
few women know it when they
have crossed the boundary to being
callous and even cruel.
I’d also like to add that women
who work, well – they like spending
time with their children. The guilt
of working makes them prioritise
time with their children, making
it precious quality time. Stay-athome mums often gasp to get away
from their children. That’s why,
again, I have to say – I’ve only met a
handful of women who actually are
suited to this extremely challenging
and wearing role. I can fully confess
that I am not one of them. •
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ATELIERS DE
MASSAGE POUR BEBES

AFMB
Association française de massage pour bébé
Tel: 05.56.21.16.23
afmb@massage-bebe.asso.fr

Testimonial from Julie, mum of Gabriella,
4 months.
They completed massage workshops with
me, in June 2012

IAIM

“Baby massage is a precious opportunity to bond
and communicate with your baby. We would
strongly recommend it!”

International Association of Infant Massage
http://www.iaim.net

Fondée en 1981 par Vimala McClure, auteur du livre « Le
massage des bébés », Editions Sand, l’IAIM a développé un
programme de massage pour bébé enseigné dans plus de 45
pays.
L’IAIM délivre un certificat international d’instructeurs en
massage pour bébé.

Aurélie Terrenne
06.72.04.65.68/05.63.95.79.14
aurelie.terrenne82@orange.fr
Instructrice en massage pour bébés avec
l’AFMB (Association Française de Massage pour Bébé).

TOULOUSE OLYMPIQUE XIII
107, Avenue Frédéric Estèbe
31200 Toulouse
METRO : (ligne B) STATION Barrière de Paris
Phone : (33) 05 61 57 80 00 / Fax : (33) 05 62 72 24 67
Website : www.to13.com

Toulouse Olympique XIII (Rugby League Club):
-

Season: 10 games with places for seating or standing (For tickets, book
online on our Website).

-

Competition: We play in French Elite One and English Northern Rail
Cup and Challenge Cup…

-

A sense of FAMILY: Coaching opportunities for Children and Schools…

Come and give us a TRY!

FRUSTRATED
with French Paint!
The Best of British
PAINT IN FRANCE

FREE DELIVERY TO PICK UP POINTS

TOULOUSE & AUCH
Visit our website

www.

.com

Body care

Facial care

• «Life care»

More than simple treatments, truly relaxing
moments.

Detoxiﬁes and re-oxygenates tissues thanks to an
indigo and red clays based wrapping, followed by a
relaxing massage for a physical and psychic relief!

We use osmosed and energized water ; the use of hot
and cold wrappings boosts the bloodstream.
Dr.Hauschka® cosmetic products, speciﬁc to each type
of skin, allow you to regain purity and skin
radiance.

• «Moonlight care»

• Ayurvedic massage

• Speciﬁc for impure skin

1h15

63 €

Cleans up all skins subject to inﬂammation.

• Harmonizing

1h15

63 €

Stimulates and regulates cutaneous functions.

• Revitalizing

1h30

78 €

1h30

2h00 85€

Helps the feminine harmony thanks to pink and blue
clays that regulate cycles and interiority. The wrapping
is followed by a lymphatic drainage in order to recover
a lightness sensation!

Massages

• «I need a break»
1h00
50 €
A cleaning and rehydrating treatment for a new
fresh radiance!

2h00 85€

65 €

Traditional on the ﬂoor indian massage with warm oil ;
strong and tonic movements that revive the energetic
body circulation.

• Hawaiian massage

1h15

65 €

Cocooning and relaxing massage with coco and
ylang-ylang oils ; movements that remind of the Ocean
waves.

Wakes up tired skins and fades up small wrinkles.

• «A blissful feeling»

2h00

104 €

Gives a regenerating impulsion to the skin and the
organism ; a holistic care for a total letting go of
emotions!

• Balinese massage

1h00

56 €

Muscular and articular relaxation thanks to pressures
and stretches.

• Back oriental care
• Relaxing massage with

1h00

56 €

essential oils

1h00 60€

Includes a black soap scrub, an oriental
balm massage, followed by a rhassoul wrapping.

Release of muscular tensions from tiptoes to scalp ; oils
are chosen according to your needs.

• Dead Sea salt scrub
• Californian massage

45‘

40 €

Gentle ﬂuid wrapping movements for a physical and
psychologic relaxation.

Cleans deeply the skin ; followed by a re-hydrating
massage for a velvet skin.

• Manual Roll&Palpate

Don’t forget to offer
a gift voucher !

1h00 60€

40‘

45€

Energizing maneuvers that help toning the skin and
reduce cellulite.

Wellness center
’s team is at
Our beauty parlor is your Dr.Hauschka®

Shop with
personal advice
We are at your disposal
• To give you the principles of healthy eating
• To help you when facing food intolerances.
• To choose the best phyto* products to answer
your daily heath worries.
*dietary supplement plant based

What make us unique :
• A motivated staff highly competent qualiﬁed
• A large choice of suppliers chosen on their
professionalism and their appreciable value for
money
• Our emphasis given to the artisanal products
and/or to locals when available.

Our originality :
• A welcoming and warming place, in a 30’s style
building.
• A well stocked bookstore — and a reading corner
for you to relax and feel at ease !
• Our little extra : space dedicated to children,
with books and games available, to make your
purchases in all tranquility !

cosmetics partner in Tarn & Garonne.

- Dr.Hauschka® Facial care :
More than simple treatments, truly relaxing moments.
We use osmosed and energized water ; the use of hot and
cold wrappings boosts the bloodstream. Dr.Hauschka®
cosmetic products, speciﬁc to each type of skin, allows
you to regain purity and skin radiance.
5 different treatments, 1 to 2 hours long

- Wellness massages :
*
*
*
*
*
*

With hot stones
Hawaiian
Ayurvedic
Balinese
Relaxing with essential oils
With bamboos

- Body care :
* Dead Sea salt scrubs
* Dead Sea mud wrapping
* Clays wrapping and draining massage

- Sugar depilations
- Hand & foot beauty
- Self make up session
Ask for
complete documentation at the Institute!

your disposal all year long
for :
• Dietetic personal advices (1st session 1h30)
Chantal ROUARD

45 €

• Foot reﬂexology (duration : 1h00)
Sylviane LUTZ

40 €

And our therapists :
Individual session :
Magnetic healing

Fabrice

Erickson Mesmerizing & NLP Bernadette

Soma-kinèse
Kinesiology
Reiki
Ayurveda

Nien-Mari
Arnaud
Dominique
Patricia
Anie

Shiatsu

«À la source»

Isabelle

06.61.53.59.49
06.76.04.70.18
06.33.22.05.67
06.45.41.56.41
06.17.20.06.04
06.27.27.38.65
06.95.00.57.07
06.14.04.13.08

capillary treatment

Capillary diagnostic and clay treatments, essential
oils and vegetal dyeing, certiﬁed 100% natural.
(only with appointment)
Isabelle
06.14.04.13.08

Wish you could talk to a native English
speaker about your insurance?
Prefer to deal with someone local?

Looking for a French conversation class where you can bring your child of 0-5
years of age along to play in a safe and child friendly environment whilst you
learn and chat?
I am looking for people who may be interested in such an idea as I have found a
possible teacher to provide exactly the above!
Please contact me, Sandra Wagner:
california.sandra@gmail.com

YOGA IYENGAR
Class in English-French in BRAX (31)

Mutuelle
Car insurance
House insurance
Scolaire insurance

Contact Paulette Booth

Thursdays from 2:00 to 3:30 PM
BKS Iyengar method is based on strength and power development thanks to the
awareness of body dynamism.
Precise alignment and adjustment of postures lead to the connection of all parts of
the body and from the body to the mind.
Iyengar Yoga can be practiced by everyone. The use of self designed props helps the
practitioner to achieve perfection in all the postures without damaging the body.
Specific care for women and adapted to specific needs for every age-group
Contact: Sylvie Teulé, 06 74 39 32 05 for further details.

06.49.24.91.12

AXA Agence Catala in the centre of
Colomiers
Terms and conditions provided in English

Axa Assurance Catala 12 allée du rouergue 31770 Colomiers - Tél. 05.61.30.18.30 - Fax 05.61.30.39.00 - agence.catalapierre@axa.fr

HELP! Need to hear a friendly unjudgemental voice?
Are you feeling blue about your children’s behaviour?
Did someone say something that made you doubt your ability as a parent?
Is your husband driving you mad?
Do you have a question you do not want to ask anyone you know?
Do you want to hear a friendly voice or read a friendly reply without
judgment?
Family lives is for you! Email or telephone one of our volunteers.
http://familylives.org.uk/ for more information.









































